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Twitter Integration 

Twitter Integration 
Twitter has been a revolution for organisations but many now 
realise the commercial risks associated with it. Twitter can have a 
competitive, legal and monetary impact on businesses so can you 
afford not to have a robust Twitter management strategy in place? 

Orbis Software and its global partner 

community have collaborated to deliver the 

drag and drop functionality you need to 

quickly and simply integrate with Twitter.   

 

The Problem:  

Twitter is a service for friends, family, and co-

workers to communicate and stay connected 

through the exchange of quick, frequent 

messages. Yet the underlying problem for many 

organisations is their ability to monitor, record 

and respond appropriately in real time to Twitter 

customer, prospect or competitor tweets. 

 

The Solution:  

The TaskCentre Twitter Integration solution can 

automatically monitor, record and respond to 

tweets to your exact business rules. 
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expose their company to legal, monetary and 

 

 

tweets about your product etc and record them 

against an associated contact record in your CRM 

 

with their eCommerce, CRM, ERP or eMail 

 

 

tweets regarding promos or coupons and send 

moving stock in your eCommerce or ERP system 

 

 

resource to capitalise on the wealth of 

 

 

based on business rules e.g. if a customer praises 

related product. Conversely, if a person tweets a 

derogatory remark about your brand TaskCentre 

number or drive a workflow to your legal team. 

 

 

  

 

Want to learn more about TaskCentre?  

 

+44 (0)208 781 1836 

Want to learn more about TaskCentre?  

TaskCentre Brochure  

What is TaskCentre, how 

does it work and what will it 

do for your business? Find 

out today. 

 

           » Download Brochure 

Call Broadgate Infonet for more information: 

http://www.orbis-software.com/resources/TaskCentre%20Brochure%20-%20Printer%20Friendly.pdf
http://www.orbis-software.com/resources/TaskCentre Brochure - Printer Friendly.pdf
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Suite 40, Airport House
Purley Way
Croydon
Surrey, CR0 0XZ
United Kingdom
+44 (0)208 781 1836
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